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Mass Spectrometry for Drug Discovery and Drug Development (Wiley Series on Mass Spectrometry)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Facilitates the discovery and development of new, effective therapeutics


	With coverage of the latest mass spectrometry technology, this book explains how mass spectrometry can be used to enhance almost all phases of drug discovery and drug development, including new and emerging applications. The book's fifteen chapters...
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Carbon Allotropes: Metal-Complex Chemistry, Properties and ApplicationsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book provides a detailed description of metal-complex functionalized carbon allotrope forms, including classic (such as graphite), rare (such as M- or T-carbon), and nanoforms (such as carbon nanotubes, nanodiamonds, etc.). Filling a void in the nanotechnology literature, the book presents chapters generalizing the synthesis,...
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Quantum Medicinal Chemistry (Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry, Vol. 17)John Wiley & Sons, 2003


	Everyone relies on the power of computers, including chemical

	and pharmaceutical laboratories. Increasingly faster and more exact

	simulation algorithms have made quantum chemistry a valuable

	tool in the search for bioactive substances. The much larger

	computational cost is more than compensated by a deeper understanding

	of...
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Progress in Inorganic Chemistry, Volume 51John Wiley & Sons, 2002

	Progress in Inorganic Chemistry continues in its tradition of being the most respected forum for exchanging innovative research. This series provides inorganic chemists and materials scientists with a community where critical, authoritative evaluations of advances in every area of the discipline are exchanged. With contributions from...
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ChemistryCengage Learning, 2017

	Learn the skills you need to succeed in your chemistry course with CHEMISTRY, Tenth Edition. This trusted text has helped generations of students learn to "think like chemists" and develop problem-solving skills needed to master even the most challenging problems. Clear explanations and interactive examples help you build confidence...
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Partial Differential Equations: Modelling and Numerical Simulation (Computational Methods in Applied Sciences)Springer, 2008
This book is dedicated to Olivier Pironneau.
For more than 250 years partial differential equations have been clearly the most important tool available to mankind in order to understand a large variety of phenomena, natural at first and then those originating from human activity and technological development. Mechanics, physics and their...
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Organic Synthesis and Molecular EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The theory, methods, and practices needed to build molecules and supramolecular systems


	Using a synthetic approach to organic materials chemistry, this book sets forth tested and proven methods and practices that make it possible to engineer organic molecules offering special properties and functions. Throughout the book,...
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Multidimensional Time-Resolved Spectroscopy (Topics in Current Chemistry Collections)Springer, 2018

	
		The series Topics in Current Chemistry Collections presents critical reviews from the journal Topics in Current Chemistry organized in topical volumes. The scope of coverage is all areas of chemical science including the interfaces with related disciplines such as biology, medicine and materials...
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Illustrated Guide to Home Forensic Science Experiments: All Lab, No Lecture (Diy Science)Maker Media, Inc, 2012

	
		Have you ever wondered whether the forensic science you’ve seen on TV is anything like the real thing? There’s no better way to find out than to roll up your sleeves and do it yourself. This full-color book offers advice for setting up an inexpensive home lab, and includes more than 50 hands-on lab sessions that deal with...
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Bioactives in Fruit: Health Benefits and Functional FoodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	For centuries we have known that fruit is important for health, but we are only just beginning to fully understand why.  Bioactives in Fruit: Health Benefits and Functional Foods aims to summarise some of our current knowledge on the bioactive compounds that are associated with the health benefits of...
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Engineering Chemistry (as Per VTU)New Age Publications, 2007

	The objective of this book is to present a substantial introduction to the ideas, phenomena and methods of the problems that are frequently observed in mathematics, mathematical physics and engineering technology. The book can be appreciated at a considerable number of levels and is designed for everyone from amateurs to research workmen.
...
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Introduction to BiophotonicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Paras Prasad’s text provides a basic knowledge of a broad range of topics so that individuals in all disciplines can rapidly acquire the minimal necessary background for research and development in biophotonics. Introduction to Biophotonics serves as both a textbook for education and training as well as a reference book that aids...
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